BNH Gas Tanks are fully passed ISO 9001:2008 certified manufacturer and exporters of Propane spherical tank. We supplied Propane spherical tank with entire manufacturing, design, inspection and installation based on standard industrial norm.

**Technical Specification**

Volume = 500 M3 to 8500 M3  
Design Code= ASME Section VIII Div2  
Design Pressure= 17.16 Bar  
Design Temperature= -20 Deg C to + 55 Deg C  
Accessories provided with Propane Spherical Tank:-  
- Safety fittings  
- Pipelines  
- Excess flow valves  
- Internal valves

For More Details about ASME Section VIII Div 2 for Design and Construction of Propane Spherical Tank  
Visit this website:  
[www.propanesphericaltanks.com](http://www.propanesphericaltanks.com)  
Kindly click to above link.